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Abstract  

Big data streaming has become an important paradigm for real-time processing of massive continuous data 

flows in large scale sensing networks. While dealing with big sensing data streams, a Data Stream Manager 

(DSM) must always verify the security (i.e. authenticity, integrity, and confidentiality) to ensure end-to-end 

security and maintain data quality. Existing technologies are not suitable, because real time introduces delay in 

data stream. In this paper, we propose a Dynamic Prime Number Based Security Verification (DPBSV)1 scheme 

for big data streams. Our scheme is based on a common shared key that updated dynamically by generating 

synchronized prime numbers. The common shared key updates at both ends, i.e., source sensing devices and 

DSM, without further communication after handshaking. Theoretical analyses and experimental results of our 

DPBSV scheme show that it can significantly improve the efficiency of verification process by reducing the 

time and utilizing a smaller buffer size in DSM.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Big Data Stream 

A large number of applications, such as  large scale sensors, information monitoring, web exploring, data 

from social networks like Twitter and Facebook, surveillance data analysis,  and financial data analysis, deal with 

a large stream of data input, and consequently require an alternate ideal model of real-time data processing. As a 

result, a new computing paradigm based on Stream Processing Engines (SPEs) has appeared [15]. SPEs deal with 

the specific types of challenges and are intended to process data streams with a minimal delay [15-18]. In SPEs, 

data streams are processed in real time (i.e. on-the-fly) rather than batch processing after storing the data.  

Several of these applications are approaching the bottleneck of current data streaming infrastructures and 

require real-time processing of very high-volume and high-velocity data streams (also known as big data 

streams).  The complexity of big data is defined through V4’s: 1) volume – referring to terabytes, petabytes, or 

even exabytes (10006 bytes) of stored data, 2) variety – referring to unstructured, semi-structured and structured 

data from different sources like social media (Twitter, Facebook etc.), sensors, surveillance, image or video, 

                                                            
1The preliminary version of this paper is published in 14th IEEE International Conference on Trust, Security and Privacy in 
Computing and communications (IEEE TrustCom-15) Helsinki, Finland. 2015. [47] 
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